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Optimized Lookahead Trees: Extensions to Large
and Continuous Action Spaces




Motto: Bridging the gap between lookahead tree search and direct policy search
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Motivation / Background
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Problem statement
We onsider general disrete-time systems with
X state spae (e.g., ⊂ Rnx , nx dimensionality of X)
A ation spae (e.g., ⊂ Rnu , nu dimensionality of A)
f : X ×A→ X deterministi transition funtion
̺ : X × A→ R stepwise performane measure (rewards)
no regularity assumptions on (f, ̺) (e.g., linearity) (this rules out standard MPC)
Let π : X → A denote a stationary deterministi poliy. Consider




γt̺(xt, π(xt)) where xt+1 = f(xt, π(xt))
Goal: model based deterministi optimal ontrol
Given (f, ̺),we want to nd the best poliy π∗ = argmax
π
V π(x0)
Challenge: as we all know, solving the HJB equation is diult, in partiular if the dimensionality
of the state spae is large. (And we do not even want to think about high dim ation spaes.)
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Lookahead tree policies (LT)
(Assume for the moment that the ation spae is nite and small.)
We onsider approahes that loally build a tree of limited depth every time a deision is required:
1. Let xt be the urrent state.
2. Build tree (in general non-uniformly!)
3. Disard tree, exeute best rst ation to make transition xt+1 = f(xt, πf,̺(xt)). Goto 1.
Note: oneptually, all LT poliies an be speied by implementing the two abstrat funtions
Node expansion heuristi: determines how the tree is build.
(Assigns sores to intermediate nodes; the node with the highest sore gets expanded next.)
Ation seletion heuristi: one the tree is built, determines what the best rst ation is.
(Assigns sores to leaf nodes; best rst ation is the one that lies on the path to the highest sored leaf node.)
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Motivation
Various ideas for implementing the two heuristis have been proposed (Hren & Munos, EWRL'08)
The good and the bad: LT poliies
1. ompletely ignore the dimensionality of the state spae ...
... they are, however, vulnerable to large ation spaes
2. an produe high-performane poliies for diult nonlinear ontrol problems ...
... if they are allowed to build trees of suient depth
(whih sometimes means many million nodes at eah deision step)
The problem is: limited omputational resoures
In some appliations simulating a transition from a model is very expensive
Moreover, assume we have a onstrained online budget
(=number of transitions we an simulate before we have to return a deision)
Thus: our goal is to provide an answer to the following question:
Assume we have a model of a system (f, ̺). What is the best (LT-based)
poliy πf,̺ one an nd if the poliy is allowed to spend no more than K
resoures to output a deision at eah step?
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Motivation II: LT+DPS=OLT
Point is: LT poliies require large trees beause they rely on generi heuristis.
Hene our idea: optimized lookahead tree poliies (OLT)










Oine: optimize θ via global optimization for given domain and budget.
(e.g., stohasti searh, geneti algorithm, or my favorite: Gaussian proess optimization)
Online: use this θ and deploy the poliy πf,̺(·; θ)
OLT an be seen as standard diret poliy searh with a nonstandard form of impliit poliy representation.
Previously: OLT for nite and small ation spaes
(Jung et al. IJACSP, 2013), (Maes et al., EWRL, 2011)
Goal now:
Extend OLT to ontinuous ation spaes.
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OLT for Continuous Action Spaces
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Basic algorithm
We start by onsidering nite ations
Notation:
Let xt be the urrent state for whih we want to ompute ation πf,̺(xt; θ).
Let T be the list of open/unexplored nodes.
Every node in orresponds to a state-ation pair and enodes a path from the root.
Every node n ∈ T is a struct objet of type ℵ with members:
n.x the underlying state
n.a the underlying ation
n.d the depth from the root
n.r umulative reward on path root→ (n.x, n.a).
n.π rst ation on path
Algorithm:
While urr_expansions < budget
1. Find node with highest expansion sore: n
∗ := argmax
n∈T exp_score(n; θ).
2. Simulate transition from (n∗.x, n∗.a): x′ = f(n∗.x, n∗a).
3. For eah ation, add new node from x′ to T . Remove n∗.
Return poliy ation: πf,̺(xt; θ):
1. Find node with highest ation seletion sore: n
∗ := argmax
n∈T act_score(n; θ).
2. Return rst ation: πf,̺(xt; θ) = n
∗.π
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Recursive action splitting
We now turn the ontinuous-ation problem into a disrete-ation problem. Cf. (Pazis & Lagoudakis, ICML'09)
Transformed problem: (f, ̺) −→ (f ′, ̺′)
New state spae = old state spae + a partition of the ation spae
New ation spae = {split_left, split_right, go}
(whih rene the partition of the ation spae of the urrent state)
The enter of a partition (in 1D an interval) enodes the ation under 'go'
New transition model:
f ′((x, α), split_left) = (x, left(α))
f ′((x, α), split_right) = (x, right(α))
f ′((x, α), go) = (f(x, center(α)), A)
New reward model:
̺′((x, α), a) =
{
̺(x, center(α)) if a = go
0 otherwise.
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Illustration

















Exp_score: 10 Exp_score: 8 Exp_score: 10
(x  ,[-b,b])0
(x  ,[-b,b])0 (x  ,[-b,b])0 (x  ,[-b,b])0
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Illustration







Exp_score: 8 Exp_score: 10
(x  ,[-b,b])0












Exp_score: -4 Exp_score: 2 Exp_score: 7
(x  ,[-b,0])0
(x  ,[-b,0])0 (x  ,[-b,0])0 (x  ,[-b,0])0
f', rho'=0
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Illustration







Exp_score: 10 Exp_score: 8
(x  ,[-b,b])0











Exp_score: 13 Exp_score: 5 Exp_score: 9
(x  ,[-b,b])1
(x  ,[-b,b])1 (x  ,[-b,b])1 (x  ,[-b,b])1
f, rho
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Experiments
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Experimental Setup
Domain: HIV multidrug treatment (Adams et al., Math. Biosienes and Engin.,Vol. 1, 2004)
Goal is to administer drug oktail over a period of 1500 days (1 deision = 5 days) to
redue number of infeted ells and bring patient into unstable healthy equilibrium
Challenging optimal ontrol problem with nonlinear dynamis
6 dimensional state spae; 2 dimensional ation spae
Methods examined:
4-ation senario (baseline)
FQI with random trees (req. millions of sample transitions!)
LT (Hren & Munos, EWRL, 2008)
OLT (Jung et al., IJACSP, 2013)
ontinuous ation senario
OLT+re.at.splt
OLT+at.sampl. (only desribed in our paper)
Experimental protool:
Eah LT based method tested for various settings of the allowed online budget.
Global optimization implemented through ross entropy (∼5000 pe) and GPO (∼500 pe).
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How did we parameterize the heuristics?
Ation seletion heuristi: as in (Hren & Munos, EWRL'08)
act_score(n; θ) ≡ act_score(n) = n.r + γn.dB/(1− γ)
where B is minimum attainable reward in domain.










g2j(n) = n.xj · n.r
g3j(n) = n.xj · n.d
g4j(n) = n.xj · number_splits(n.α)
g5j(n) = n.xj · center(n.α)
(features/weights dupliated for eah disrete ation)
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Results for HIV drug treatment
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Summary
3 Ways of Solving Optimal Control Your Mother Could Understand
Performane Online ost Oine ost
Diret Poliy Searh good  very good very low very high
Lookahead Tree Poliies very good very high zero
Optimized Lookahead Tree Poliies very good low medium  high
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